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Abstract

The Zookeeper’s Problem is a shortest-path problem that, given a simple polygon (a zoo)
containing a set of disjoint convex polygons (cages) attached to the boundary of the zoo, asks
for a shortest route (closed path) in the zoo that intersects the boundaries of all cages without
entering their interiors. The literature contains several algorithms for variants of this problem
some of which compute exact and some approximate solutions. However, no implementations
have been reported. Moreover, concerns have also been raised about the numerical properties
of the algorithms that compute exact solutions.

In this paper we present a study of two algorithms for the Zookeeper’s Problem. One of them
compute exact solutions and the other provably good approximations. We give observations
about the algorithms and the solutions they compute. We also present an experimental study
based on an implementation of the algorithms in Java.

1 Introduction

The Zookeeper’s Problem was introduced by Chin and Ntafos [3] and is stated as follows:

Given a simple polygon (the zoo) with a disjoint set of k convex polygons (the cages)
inside it, such that each cage shares an edge with the zoo, find the shortest route in
the interior of the zoo that connects the cages without entering their interior.

Informally, the route asked for in this problem is the shortest way a zookeeper has to walk to feed
all the animals in the cages of the zoo.

The Zookeeper’s Problem, as stated here, can be solved in O(n2) time as shown by Tan [11].
Here, and in the reminder of this paper, n denotes the total number of edges in the zoo and the
cages. There are several other interesting variants on the problem. If, for instance, the cages are
not required to intersect the boundary of the zoo, the problem is NP-Hard [3]. If instead the
resulting zookeeper’s route is forced to pass through a given start point on the boundary of the
zoo the problem is called fixed. Chin and Ntafos [3] gave an O(n2) time solution to this version of
problem. Later on, Hershberger and Snoeyink [4] presented an algorithm that works in O(n log2 n)
time, a result that was subsequently improved to O(n log n) time by Bespamyatnikh [2].

Another variation stems from the fact the the exact solutions all suffer from numerical problems,
which make them unpractical to use on large zoos [4]. Therefore the task of finding approximative
but numerically robust solutions is of interest. Such a solution is a zookeeper route guaranteed to
be at most some constant times longer than a shortest zookeeper route. Tan [12] gave an O(n)
time solution guaranteed to give an approximate solution at most

√
2 times the exact solution
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in the fixed version of the problem. For the special case when then minimum distance between
vertices in different cages is at least c times the maximum length of any edge of a cage, Jonsson [7]
has shown that an approximation at most 2+c

c
times longer than the shortest zookeeper route can

be computed in O(n) time. Jonsson [6] has also given an O(n) time solution guaranteed to give an
approximate solution at most 6 times as long as the exact solution that also works in the general
(non-fixed) version. However, for the latter algorithm no one has been able to construct instances
in which the actual factor is even more than

√
2. Moreover, to date no implementation of any

algorithm for the Zookeeper’s Problem is known.

1.1 Contribution

In this paper we present a study of the problem of computing zookeeper routes, based on the
exact algorithm of Chin and Ntafos [3] and the approximate one by Jonsson [6]. This is done in
two ways. We give observations about the algorithms and the solutions they compute. We also
present an experimental study based on an implementation of the algorithms in the programming
language Java [5]. Through these experiments we investigate the typical factor of approximation
of the algorithm by Jonsson and the numerical stability of the exact algorithms.

To perform large experimental studies on the performance of the algorithms we do not just
need implementations of them. We also need to be able to generate large sets of input data to
establish general statistical properties. In our case it turns out that generating such sets is a non-
trivial task. The input consists of a zoo which is essentially a simple polygon and, although there
are heuristics that produce what seems to be “random”-shaped polygons [1,10] and algorithms for
special cases [13, 15], it is not known how to compute large and truly random simple polygons
efficiently. We propose a simple way to define random zoos.

Below we first describe the algorithms that compute exact and approximate routes, and give
some properties of them. In Section 4 we give a description of the implementation and some
examples generated by the program. We then continue in Section 5 with som test results and
examples of computed routes. We also give a worst observed case for the approximate algorithm.
Here we also propose a simple way to define random zoos. We end with a brief discussion about
the implementation and the problem itself.

2 The Algorithms

The algorithms used for the implementation is the O(n2) time solution by Chin and Ntafos [3] and
the O(n) time solution by Jonsson [6]. The algorithms take as input a simple polygon P containing
a set C of k cages denoted C1,C2,. . . ,Ck and a start point s known to lie on the boundary of P but
not in any of the cages. The start point is treated as a cage and included in the set C in the case
of the approximation algorithm which does not require a given start point. Each cage is a convex
polygon that shares exactly one edge with P. The shared edge is referred to as an attachment. The
zoo Z is the simple polygon that remains once the interiors of cages and attachments have been
removed from P. We are left with a simple polygon in which some convex chains in the boundary
are parts of (the boundaries of) cages. We use n to denote the size of Z, which is equal to the
total number of edges of P and the cages in C without counting the attachments.

The output of both algorithms is a closed polygonal chain in Z. The shortest zookeeper route
is denoted Zopt while the approximation is denoted Zapp. The routes Zopt and Zapp intersect, or
“touch”, cage Ci at the points zi and ti respectively.

2.1 The exact algorithm

The algorithm given by Chin and Ntafos [3] computes an exact solution by using the reflection

principle. To find the shortest path between two points a and b that touch a line `, where a and
b is on the same side of `, the point b is mirrored over ` into the point b. Then the shortest path
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between a and b will touch ` where the line (the shortest path in case ` is a line segment) through
a and b intersects `. The actual path is constructed by folding the path back over ` (Figure 1).

a b

b

`

Figure 1: The reflection principle.

As stated, this principle applies directly to one line or line segment but it can easily be extended
to handle the case when the shortest path that touches a sequence of lines or line segments is sought.
This is employed in the algorithm by Chin and Ntafos.

Given a set E of k edges, one per cage, the locally optimal route that touches the edges in E can
be found by first triangulating the zoo, and then unfolding the zoo into an hourglass (a 2-manifold
in the plane) by mirror reflections over the edges in E in given order using the reflection principle.
The shortest path from the start point s to the mirror image s of the start point in the reflections
corresponds to the shortest path in the zoo that visits the edges of E in the given order. By folding
the zoo and the path back, the shortest route touching the edges in E is found.

The problem is that to begin with the set of edges that the shortest zookeeper’s route visits is
not known. Indeed, the algorithm can be thought of as a computation that determines this set.
The trick employed to find the set is to start with one rather arbitrary set E , and the shortest
route that visits the edges in E , and make local improvements of the route by changing E (and
hence the shortest route) where the route is non-optimal but can be shortened by allowing it to
touch a neighboring edge instead of the one it presently touches. These improvements are called
adjustments. Chin and Ntafos show that it is possible to determine whether an adjustment should
take place by comparing angles of the edges and the path in the neighborhood of the point where
the touch occurs. Moreover, the path is shortened by each adjustment and after O(n) adjustments
the final shortest zookeeper route is found. Whenever an adjustment is made, the unfolding/folding
process is repeated.

2.2 The approximate algorithm

The approximate solution by Jonsson [6] uses a simpler approach than the algorithm described
above. Order the vertices of the cages in the order they encountered during a clockwise traversal
of the boundary of the zoo. This gives each cage a unique first and last vertex. Then a supporting

chain is a shortest path in the zoo that connects the first and last vertices of two consecutive
cages. For each cage Ci there is one supporting chain Si that starts at its first vertex and one
supporting chain Si−1 that ends at its last. The point where the two supporting chains intersect is
the signpost of the cage. In case the point of intersection is not unique, we chose the intersection
point closest to the first point of the cage Ci as the signpost. The start point s in the zoo can
also be treated like a (degenerate) cage C0 in which the first and last vertex is the same and the
signpost coincide with the only vertex (the point itself).

Now, the touch point ti of a cage Ci is the point on the boundary of the cage that lies closest to
the signpost of the cage. Finally, the approximation route is the shortest route inside the zoo that
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connects the touch points and the start point of the zoo in the order they lie along the boundary
of the zoo.

3 Some properties of zookeeper’s routes

Over the years many properties of shortest zookeeper routes have been found, some are less obvious
than others. Consider for instance the following:

By the reflection principle and the convexity of the cages, a shortest route that makes perfect
reflections on all cages is a shortest zookeeper route. Local optimality implies global optimality.
The converse is also true: Any globally shortest zookeeper route makes perfect reflections on the
cages. It follows that this relation between angles is what makes the optimal solution different
from other routes. Is there a similar relation between the length of subpaths, between consecutive
cages, for the optimal route and it’s entire length in relation to other routes? The answer is
No. It is true that a route that has sub paths between consecutive cages that are no longer then
the corresponding sub paths of other routes is a shortest zookeeper route. However, a shortest
zookeeper route might include sub paths who are locally longer than other routes. An example is
shown in Figure 2.

C1

C2

C3

s

Figure 2: Differences between cages.

In this section we give additional observations that concern the relation between the approxi-
mation by Jonsson and exact solutions, this to be albe to generate zoos with warying properties.

3.1 Obstacles

A shortest zookeeper route touches each cage and between cages it might bend around parts of
the zoo. This is also the case for the approximate solution. Both kinds of routes consist of the
concatenation of shortest paths between points on the cages. These routes bend around parts of
the zoo that act like obstacles for the routes.

The presence of obstacles is under certain circumstances beneficial for the length of the ap-
proximation as compared with the exact (shortest) solution. Let Zc denote the common parts of
Zopt and Zapp. Let Zo and Za denote those parts of Zopt and Zapp respectively that are unique

(not shared). Then the factor of approximation is |Za|+|Zc|
|Zo|+|Zc| and we immediately have:

Observation 1
|Za|+|Zc|
|Zo|+|Zc| decreases when |Zc| increases, if

|Za|
|Zo| is constant.

This observation can be interpreted in geometric terms: To achieve a worst case for |Za|+|Zc|
|Zo|+|Zc| there

should probably be a minimum of common parts between the routes and the zoo.
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3.2 Changing the Zoo

The approximate and exact routes are affected by different properties of the zoo. If one were
allowed to alter a given zoo, how would that effect the routes? In general, an arbitrary change
could result in arbitrary changes of the routes so we restrict ourselves to the situation where only
cages are changed and no cage is changed so that it starts acting as an obstacle to the route.

Recall that the touch point ti is the intersection between the two supporting chains that start
and end respectively on the cage Ci. These chains depend on the three cages Ci−1, Ci, and Ci+1

only, so we have:

Observation 2 The touch point ti of Zapp on a given cage Ci is unaffected by changes in cages

other then Ci−1, Ci, and Ci+1.

A more general observation is that the location of the touch point depends on the supporting chains
of a cage and the shape of the cage exclusively. As long as they are not changed, the approximate
route stays the same.

The optimal route Zopt makes perfect reflections on the cages. Let `i be a tangent line of cage
Ci at the point zi, where the shortest zookeeper route touches the cage, such that Zopt makes a
perfect reflection on `i. We then have:

Observation 3 The exact route Zopt remains that same as long as all tangents `i are not changed.

4 Implementation

The implementation was done in Java with about 30 files and 4000 lines of code. For some of the
basic building blocks we have used code from “Computational Geometry in C” [9]. In particula, the
triangulation algorithm and its subroutines including routines for determine whether three points
is on a straight line were from this book. The biggest changes made to the original code was to use
floating point arithmetic instead of integers as well as some reorganization in the code to better
suite our data structures.

We first gives three examples produced from the program: In Figure 3 we give two examples of
shortest zookeeper routes computed by the program. In a) the exact route touches vertices of the
cages. In b) the zoo is constructed so that the route instead touches the interior of the edges of the
cages. Note how the route makes perfect reflections in this case. In general a shortest zookeeper’s
route touches some cages at vertices and some in the interior of edges. Examples can be found in
Figure 10 to 16 (starting on page 16 at the end of the paper).

In Figure 4 an example of an approximate route generated by the program is given. Here the
supporting chains are shown with dashed lines together with Zapp. As expected, each touch point
ti is the point on Ci closest to the signpost fi of the cage.

There are three parts in the implementation. The first part is the geometry part where the
zoo-structures and algorithms are; this is where the geometrical computations are done. The
second is the main part of the implementation where the input and output are prepared. Here
input and output may be formated in xfig-format [14]. If another format is preferred this is where
the changes to the code should be made. The third part is where test zoos are generated. Here
we take as input a zoo and generate many test cases from this zoo computing the routes in each
of them by calling the geometry part. This is done by computing subsets of the cages in a given
zoo (see Section 4.3).

The three parts are independent modules of the program and any part may be alter or ex-
changed without changing any of the other parts. This opens up the possibilities to easily extend
the program with more features such as other algorithms or fancy graphical interfaces where zoos
and routes could be visualized and created in real time. It is also easy to change the way test zoos
are generated.
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a) Zopt touches vertices only. b) Zopt touches the interior of edges only.

Figure 3: Computing a shortest zookeeper route Zopt.

t1

t2

t3

s

f1

f2

f3

Zapp

Figure 4: Computing an approximate route

4.1 Geometry

Here we find the geometry routines of the program.It contains classes for simple geometric building
blocks such as points, vertices, line segments and edges. It also contains more advanced structures
such as triangles, simple polygons and -of course- zoos. This is where all computations are done,
from triangulations and reflections to the different routes.

The zoo-part of the program is composed of a basic zoo, with some simple routines. It also
holds a list of the cages in the zoo, and the start point. The basic zoo is then extended to a zoo-
class for each algorithm. Each such extended class holds the specifics of a given algorithm used
together with the basic structure of every zoo. In this modular way the program may easily be
extended to include other algorithms as well. These could be the exact and approximate algorithm
with no start point or another of the existing approximate algorithms.

The implementation of the exact route uses the algorithm by Chin and Ntafos [3] and an O(n2)
-time triangulation algorithm. There are faster algorithms for the exact solution, but since the
main focus was not on the running time, but on the difference in length of the routes the two
algorithms compute, the slower but simpler O(n2) time solution by Chin and Ntafos was used as
well as the ear-clipping triangulation [9].

There are known numerical problems with the exact algorithm. One of the questions during the
work was how bad those problems get in a practical situation. The tests show that the problems
become visible instantly even in small zoos. For instance a coordinate that should be 150 becomes
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149.9999999.
These problems led to other difficulties during the computations. To work around these prob-

lems an amount of tolerance were introduced in the calculations. For instance instead of checking
whether a point has the same x and y coordinates as another point the difference in x-coordinate
and y coordinate is instead compared to 0. If the value is close enough to 0 the points are consid-
ered to be identical. An exact computation here would otherwise make the computations break
down instantly.

There are also other known numerical problems that are less serious. The original code from
“Computational geometry in C” [9] already had some tolerance, due to the numerical problems in
computations about collinearity and whether a point is on or to the left of a given line segment.

Computing the intersection point of two line segments may also lead to numerical problems.
The implemented method uses the slope of the line segments. If the line have a slope near 0
the uncertainty in the calculation gets bigger. If the line segments are short one may also get
numerical problems since the coordinates of the endpoints are close to each other. Since the point
of intersection often is an endpoint the problem was solved by first checking the endpoints, and
then calculate the intersection if needed.

4.2 Main

This is where the input to the program is read and prepared and where the output from the
program is received. The input is the vertices of a zoo, where the vertices of the cages are specially
marked as cage vertices. There are three ways to give input to the program. One is to code a
zoo by hand as a constant in the code of the program, but this is time-consuming and not very
dynamic, especially since the code needs to be recompiled for every change in the zoo. Another
way is to use a subroutine that, given an integer, returns a convex zoo as a regular polygon where
one edge holds the start point at the center of the edge and where the rest of the edges are cages
with one edge per cage. This is useful in studying the behavior of this type of zoos, see Section 5
for test results. The third and most flexible way to give the input to the program is in the form
of an xfig-file [14], where the thickness of the lines determine whether it is an cage edge or not.
There are also very easy to extend this part with even more ways to give input to the program.

Independently of how the input is given, the output may be given in three ways. One way is

just to print the length of Zopt and Zapp and their quotient |Zapp|
|Zopt| . Another way is to output the

zoo and the routes as xfig [14] code, which may be exported to a file. All the zoo-examples in this
paper are done in this way. There is also the possibility to combine the output in diffrent ways
depending on the type of data requested.

4.3 Subsets

To get a number of zoos on which the program may be run and compared, a way to generate
different zoos was needed. As discussed in Section 5.4 it is not known how to compute random
zoos efficiently. Here we instead generate a number of zoos in a very straight on way. Given a zoo
with a number of cages we simply compute all subsets of the cages in that zoo with at least two
cages. The number of subsets is O(2k) where k is the number of cages. The number of subsets
grows very fast when the number of cages grows. This makes it unpractical to test all the subsets
on a zoo with many cages. To be able to use this in a practical way there may therefore also be
possible to randomly choose a subset of the subsets to test. When looking at the subsets of the
cages in a given zoo it is also possible to ask for a given subset to study closer.

Another extension that could be made to this part of the implementation is a more randomized
approach. In Section 5.4 there are given an suggestion of how to generate random zoos. This would
generate a greater number of test zoos than in the current implementation.
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5 Results

During the work a large number of zoos has been constructed. For these test zoos Zopt and Zapp

has been computed and compared, some of the results are displayed in Table 1 to 3. As mentioned
before the interest is only in the length of the routes. Therefore no data relating to the running
time are displayed. In this section we display the result of seven zoos and the subsets of cages that

gives the minimum and maximum value of |Zapp|
|Zopt| . We have also tested regular shaped zoos, that is

zoos as a regular n-sided polygons where all the edged are separate cages except one edge where
the start point is at the center of the edge. For this type of zoo we have tested all the subsets of
10 zoos, from 5 edges to 14 edges. We have also tested this type of zoos without the subsets for
zoos with up to 48 edges. The result is displayed in Table 2 and 3. From all the zoos tested here
we have not found a zoo where Zapp is more than 1.39% longer amongst the first 7 zoos and no
more than 6.85% longer amongst the regular zoos.

We also prove how much longer Zapp may become in the worst case we have found. There may
however exist another zoo where Zapp is even longer than this.

5.1 Examples

Figure 10 to 16 shows results generated from the program. The upper zoo shows the routes for

all the cages, and the lower zoo shows the set of cages where
|Zapp|
|Zopt| are maximized. The dashed

lines in the figures are Zapp and the dotted lines are Zopt. In Table 1 the data for these zoos are
summarized. Under the length of each min- and max-path is the configuration that gives that min-

or max-value displayed. In the column where |Zapp|
|Zopt| is minimized the theoretical value cannot be

smaller than 1 since an approximate path cannot be any shorter than the optimal path. However,
in practice the result may become smaller than 1 due to the numerical problems in the optimal
algorithm. This is the reason some of the numbers in the min-column are, somewhat surprising,
less than 1. In Figure 10 to 13 the only changes to the zoo are the cages. In Figure 13 to 15 the
cages are intact and the changes are made to the rest of the zoo.

• Zoo 1, Figure 10, is a zoo where the cages has two edges each. In the max- configuration
Zapp touches the cages C2 and C5 in the point of the cage closest to s, whereas Zapp touches
these cages farther away from s.

• In Zoo 2, Figure 11, all cages has only one edge. Since there are only one edge per cage Zopt

can here be computed in O(n) time.

• In Zoo 3, Figure 12, the cages has grown and become bulkier. The routes are here very
similar in the original configuration. In the maximized configuration the difference is much
bigger, and as in Zoo 1 Zopt touches the cages C2 and C4 in the point closest to s.

• In Zoo 4, Figure 13, the cages grows even more. Here Zapp and Zopt are very similar to each
other in both the general case and in the maximized case.

• In Zoo 5, Figure 14, obstacles are introduced, the cages however has the same placement and
form as in Zoo 4. Here the both routes are still very similar in both the general case and the
worst case. However the obstacles makes the maximized case even bigger than in Zoo 4.

• In Zoo 6, Figure 15, the obstacles are made smoother and the result is improved from Zoo 4
and Zoo 5 in both the original zoo and in the maximized zoo.

• The last zoo, Zoo 7, Figure 16, is a different zoo. Here one cage is wrapped around in the
original configuration. This cage could be removed as a cage, replacing the cage edges by
regular edges, without altering the result. In the worst case however the same cage cannot
be removed without altering the result.
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Zoo |Zapp|
|Zopt| min |Zapp|

|Zopt| max |Zapp|
|Zopt|

1 1.002894543862515 1.0 1.008872896584102
C C7 C1C2C5C7

2 1.0077879099281524 1.0 1.0139621245892305
C C2C7 C2C3C5C6

3 1.0039250603847552 0.9999979165720425 1.0086416362391322
C C3C5C7 C1C2C5C7

4 1.0020697601561106 0.999999999999999 1.0038762587642962
C C3C5 C2C4C6C7

5 1.0031293042043083 0.9999999999999999 1.0051152445332447
C C5C6 C2C3C6

6 1.00115324094996 0.9999999999999997 1.0028055178868456
C C6C7 C4

7 1.0018915727126871 1.0 1.0058346403312275
C C5C6 C3C5

Table 1: Testresults for Zoo 1-7.

5.2 Regular zoos

There were also test done on regular n-sided zoos where n-1 of the edges are one-sided cages and
the last edge holds the start point in the middle. Table 2 are showing the results from testing all
the subsets of regular zoos of 5 to 14 edges. In the worst case here Zapp is 6.85% longer than Zopt

for the zoo with 5 edges. For the rest of the zoos the worst case decreases when the number of
edges increases.

In Table 3 regular n-sides zoos has been tested without looking at the subsets of cages. Here
the worst case is where Zapp is 0.4% longer than Zopt for the zoo with 5 edges. The best case here
is where Zapp is 0.00189% longer than Zopt for the zoo with 32 edges. Here there are no obvious

relation between
|Zapp|
|Zopt| and the number of edges.

5.3 An observed worst case

When testing different zoos to get a worst case the zoo in Figure 5 was found. Here the dashed

line is Zapp, the dotted line is Zopt, and
|Zapp|
|Zopt| is 3

√
3

4 . As we show in this section, this is the worst

case for this type of zoo. There may, however, exist other types of zoos where |Zapp|
|Zopt| is even larger.

s

h

α

Figure 5: The worst observed case.

Definition 1 An isosceles zoo is a zoo, with starting point and two cages, as an isosceles triangle

with height h and top angle α, where the cages are the equal legs and s is at the middle of the base.
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Edges min |Zapp|
|Zopt| max |Zapp|

|Zopt|
5 1.0 1.068533942483748

C4 C2C3

6 1.0 1.0513748655422916
C5 C2C3

7 0.9999999999999996 1.043216144518493
C2C6 C3C4

8 1.0 1.0374910021240105
C3C7 C2C3C6C7

9 0.9999999999999998 1.034216513774254
C5 C2C3C6C7

10 0.9999999999999998 1.0304116624920656
C3C9 C1C4C5C8C9

11 0.9999999999999988 1.0279347187933134
C4C10 C4C6C10

12 0.9999999999999993 1.0273701493280292
C4C11 C1C5C7C11

13 0.9999999999999982 1.024927720706869
C3C10 C1C5C7C11C12

14 0.9999999999999986 1.022934932960233
C5C13 C1C5C7C12

Table 2: Regular n-sided zoos, min/max
|Zapp|
|Zopt| .

Lemma 1 In a isosceles zoo the length of Zopt is dopt(α, h) =

{

2h sin α 0 < α ≤ π
2

2h π
2 < α < π

.

Proof : For Zopt there are two cases for how the route touches the cages: a) the route makes
a perfect reflection in the interior of the edges of the cages, and b) the route touches the cages at
the top of the zoo where the edges of the cages have a common vertex.

In Figure 6 the angles for the case a) are displayed. We have γ = π − 2α. Therefore α has to
be smaller than π

2 or the isosceles triangle with top angle γ cannot exist. Furthermore we have
the following restriction: 0 < α < π. This gives 0 < α ≤ π

2 for case a) above and π
2 < α < π for

case b).
In case a) we get the following: Figure 8 shows half the zoo reflected through the first cage.

The line segment g is half Zopt (one of the parts between s and the mid-point of Zopt). From the
figure we get g = h sin α. The length of Zopt is dzop(α, h) = 2g = 2h sin α.

In case b) there are four cases for Zopt touching vertices of the cages (Figure 7). However, for
α > π

2 , the distance from s to the top A of the zoo is always shorter than the distance from s to
anyone of the other vertices B1 or B2 so only one case will occur. In this case, Zopt touches the
cages at A and, since the height of the triangle is h, the length of Zopt is 2h. From this the lemma
follows.

Lemma 2 In an isosceles zoo the length of Zapp is dapp(α, h) = 2h sin α
2 (1 + cos α

2 )

Proof : From Figure 7 we have that the signposts of the cages are at s: The supporting chains for
C1 will go from B1 to B2 and from A to s. This puts f1 at s. For C2 the supporting chains will go
from B2 to B1 and from A to s. This also puts f2 at s. Figure 9 shows half the zoo and half Zapp.
We have dapp(α, h) = 2(a+b) where a = h sin α

2 and b = a cos α
2 , so dapp(α, h) = 2h sin α

2 (1+cos α
2 ).
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n
|Zapp|
|Zopt| n

|Zapp|
|Zopt|

5 1.0041805231928735 27 1.0006445831760777
6 1.001798103327056 28 1.0001005608502525
7 1.0009689692071955 29 1.0003877106189445
8 1.0005589314946854 30 1.0010402286283904
9 1.000961744916926 31 1.0002117427742525
10 1.0002435927746482 32 1.0000189011820348
11 1.0004582802985678 33 1.0006363071903013
12 1.0001369427430753 34 1.0005865417689894
13 1.0002592357327433 35 1.0006538329564103
14 1.0000990827619873 36 1.000528202361798
15 1.000600847907836 37 1.0005151775877463
16 1.000061921189014 38 1.0005747286022726
17 1.0000662385263828 39 1.0004159128502528
18 1.0001251637469493 40 1.0001670568001144
19 1.000870132917906 41 1.000642637275009
20 1.0012169445335768 42 1.0004545583071458
21 1.001123092829409 43 1.0004703601741336
22 1.0000315418923076 44 1.000310393260075
23 1.000960288046548 45 1.0003544619794384
24 1.0000627809864977 46 1.0006015172364366
25 1.0002603091364088 47 1.0003599701341384
26 1.0002855271956295 48 1.0002411359666172

Table 3: Regular n-sidez zoos.

Lemma 3 In an isosceles zoo the quotient q(α, h) =
|Zapp|
|Zopt| =

dapp(α,h)
dopt(α,h) is maximized to 3

√
3

4 for

α = 2π
3 and any h.

Proof : For 0 < α ≤ π
2 we have: q(α, h) = |Zapp|

|Zopt| = dapp(α,h)
dopt(α,h) =

2h sin α

2
(1+cos α

2
)

2h sin(α) =
1+cos α

2

2 cos α

2

. To

find α that maximizes the quotient we differentiate. This gives us q′(α, h) =
tan α

2

2 cos α

2

. To find the

maximum we use the equation q′(α, h) = 0 that gives tan α
2 = 0 for α = 0. However, this angle

is not valid (since α > 0) so by instead testing the end value π
2 the maximum is obtained when

α = π
2 . This gives q(π

2 , h) =
1+ 1√

2
2√
2

=
√

2+2
4 .

For π
2 < α < π we have: q(α, h) =

2h sin α

2
(1+cos α

2
)

2h
= sin α

2 (1 + cos α
2 ). To find the angle that

maximizes q(α, h) we once again differentiate: q′(α, h) = 2 cos2 α
2 +cos α

2 −1. To find the maximum
we use the equation q′(α, h) = 0. The substitution cos α

2 = x gives the equation: 2x2 + x − 1 = 0.

We get:

{

x1 = 1
2

x2 = −1
this gives

{

α1

2 = π
3

α2

2 = π
. The angle α2

2 = π is discarded since it is outside the

given range. This gives the maximum q(2π
3 , h) = 3

√
3

4 which is bigger than q(π
2 , h) =

√
2+2
4 so the

total maximum is q(2π
3 , h) = 3

√
3

4 .

5.4 Generating random input

As mentioned in the introduction, generating random input to our implementations is a non-trivial
task. The input is essentially a simple polygon and, although there are heuristics that produce
what seems to be “random”-shaped polygons [1, 10] and algorithms for special cases [13, 15], it is
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Figure 7: Zopt touching the cages in the top vertex A.

not known how to compute large and truly random simple polygons efficiently. Since a random zoo
would in the extreme case be a random polygon (a zoo without cages), it follows that generating
a random zoo is also non-trivial.

If we were able to generate random zoos, where the properties of the zoos were known, we could
base a statistical study on them. Such a study could, for instance, reveal likely average lengths of
approximations compared with exact solutions in general cases. It would also make it possible to
search, via a very large number of runs, for worst cases.

We propose the following algorithm for generating a random zoo. We assume that we have
access to a random number generator. In practice, this could be a pseudo-random number gener-
ator. Given a simple polygon, the algorithm outputs one of all possible zoos one could construct
by turning polygon edges into edges of cages and allowing consecutive edges of cages to belong to
the same cage.

The input consists of an n-sided random simple polygon, which we assume can be computed
efficiently or is available by other means. The output is a positive integer k ≤ n and a set of k

convex chains in the boundary of the polygon. The convex chains might share vertices but not
edges, and correspond to cages in the zoo formed by the simple polygon.

To begin with, the algorithm finds all maximal convex chains in the boundary. Between each
pair of consecutive convex chains lies a (possibly empty) subchain of edges that form a non-convex
chain. Note that in a polygon that is simple there is at least one of each type of chain.

12
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In each non-convex chain each edge is chosen to be a one-edge cages with probability 1
2 . In

the convex chains the algorithm computes a set of cages as follows. It traverses the chain and
determines for each edge encountered whether it should be an edge of a cage or not with probability
1
2 . This results in a set of edges {a0, a1, . . .} being destined to belong to a cage. Let k denote their
number. Moreover, during the traversal we also determine which edges end up in the same cage.
If two edges ai and a(i+1) mod k lie next to each other and their common vertex is reflex1 we let the

two edges belong to the same cage with probability 1
2 .

Since the random selections are performed in each subchain (convex or not) independently of
each other, and the selection in each chain seems random, we make the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1 The resulting zoo is random in the sense that all possible zoos based on the input

simple polygon are equally likely to be the output.

1A vertex is reflex if the edges joined at it form an angle greater than π inside the polygon.
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Figure 9: Half Zapp.
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6 Conclusion and discussion

We have implemented and compared the exact algorithm by Chin and Ntafos [3] and the approxi-
mate algorithm by Jonsson [6]. The known numerical problems are, not surprisingly, a big problem
when implementing the exact algorithm. Without tolerance to the computations or arbitrarly ac-
curacy the computations break down instantly. Therefore it would probably be preferred to use
an numerical stable but approximate algorithm in a real application.

In our implementation we still suffer from some instability, probably due to the numerical
problems. The triangulation will occasionally fail in some of the unfolded zoos even when the
original zoo triangulates without any problem. This may indicate an error in the implementation,
but the triangulation part of the implementation are from “Computational Geometry in C” [9] and
it is most likely to be correct. Therefore it is may be the known numerical problems that causes
the problems. This however needs further investigations.

In our implementation we have looked at the fixed version of the zookeeper’s problem. It would
be interesting to also consider the more general problem without a start point. Further more
there are other approximate algorithms, as Tan [12] and Jonsson [7], that would be interesting to
compare with each other and with the exact algorithm. This is easy to achieve since the current
implementation is easy to extend as discusses in 4.

When running the implementation on zoos of different sizes and shapes it become visible that
the exact algorithm is indeed slower than the approximate especially when many adjustments are
needed and where the zoo is big. The most time consuming part of the implementation is the
adjustments since for each adjustment the route has to be recomputed and the reflected zoos has
to be retriangulated. For the current implementation this may be improved by using a faster
triangulation algorithm as the O(n log? n) randomized algorithm by Narkhede and Manocha [8]
and also by reflecting the triangulation of the zoo instead of re-triangulate every reflected zoo. For
the current implementation the exact algorithm will be slower than the approximate even when
every cage has only one edge and the theoretical running time is O(n).

The results for the zoos in Figure 10 to16 shows that Zapp is less than 1.4% longer than Zopt

even in the worst case for these zoos. Here the cages are relatively small compared to the distance
between them. This is something that needs to be considered. When looking at the regular zoos
the diffrence in length between Zopt and Zapp is nearly up to 6.9% an this is for a case where the
cages are side by side. Also in the worst observed case the cages lay side by side. This gives a
reason to not only consider the shape of the cages but also the distance between them.

When the cages are further apart the difference in length between Zapp and Zopt decrease.
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